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Abstract

This paper presents PARADISE �PARAdigm for DIalogue Sys�
tem Evaluation�� a general framework for evaluating and comparing
the performance of spoken dialogue agents� The framework decou�
ples task requirements from an agent�s dialogue behaviors� supports
comparisons among dialogue strategies� enables the calculation of per�
formance over subdialogues and whole dialogues� speci�es the relative
contribution of various factors to performance� and makes it possible
to compare agents performing di	erent tasks by normalizing for task
complexity� After presenting PARADISE� we illustrate its application
to two di	erent spoken dialogue agents� We show how to derive a per�
formance function for each agent and how to generalize results across
agents� We then show that once such a performance function has been
derived� that it can be used both for making predictions about future
versions of an agent� and as feedback to the agent so that the agent
can learn to optimize its behavior based on its experiences with users
over time�
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� Introduction

Interactive spoken dialogue systems are based on many component tech�
nologies� speech recognition� text�to�speech� natural language understanding�
natural language generation� and database query languages� While there has
been a great deal of progress in developing well�understood evaluation metrics
for many of these components �Sparck�Jones and Galliers� ����� Walker� ��	��
Hirschman et al�� ���
� Lee� ��		� Ralston et al�� ����� Pallett� ��	��� there
has been less progress in developing metrics and frameworks for evaluating
dialogue systems that integrate all of these components�
One problem is that dialogue evaluation is not reducible to transcript eval�

uation� or to comparison with a wizards reference answers �Bates and Ayuso�
����� Polifroni et al�� ����� Price et al�� ������ because the set of potentially
acceptable dialogues can be very large� Another problem is that there are
many potential metrics that can be used to evaluate a dialogue system� For
example� a dialogue system can be evaluated by measuring the systems abil�
ity to help users achieve their goals� the systems robustness in detecting and
recovering from errors of speech recognition or of understanding� and the
overall quality of the systems interactions with users �Danieli and Gerbino�
����� Hirschman and Pao� ����� Polifroni et al�� ����� Price et al�� �����
Sparck�Jones and Galliers� ����� Simpson and Fraser� ������ It is not clear
how di�erent metrics overlap with one another� or what the tradeo�s between
metrics might be�
Previous proposals for dialogue evaluation have focused on the develop�

ment of dialogue metrics that can be classi�ed as objective or subjective�
Objective metrics can be calculated without recourse to human judgement�
and in many cases� can be logged by the spoken dialogue system so that they
can be calculated automatically� Objective metrics that have been used to
evaluate a dialogue as a whole include �Abella et al�� ����� Ciaremella� �����
Danieli and Gerbino� ����� Hirschman et al�� ���
� Hirschman et al�� �����
Polifroni et al�� ����� Price et al�� ����� Sparck�Jones and Galliers� �����
Smith and Hipp� ����� Smith and Gordon� ����� Walker� ������

� percentage of correct answers with respect to a set of reference answers

� percentage of successful transactions or completed tasks�

�Task�based success measures are only objective when the user�s task is well�de�ned�
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� number of turns or utterances

� dialogue time or task completion time

� mean user response time

� mean system response time

� percentage of diagnostic error messages

� percentage of �non�trivial� �more than one word� utterances

� mean length of �non�trivial� utterances

Subjective metrics require subjects using the system and�or human evalu�
ators to categorize the dialogue or utterances within the dialogue along vari�
ous qualitative dimensions� Because these metrics are based on human judge�
ments� such judgements need to be reliable across judges in order to compete
with the reproducibility of metrics based on objective criteria� Subjective
metrics can still be quantitative� as when a ratio between two subjective
categories is computed� Subjective metrics that have been used to evaluate
dialogue systems include �Danieli and Gerbino� ����� Boyce and Gorin� �����
Hirschman and Pao� ����� Simpson and Fraser� ����� Danieli et al�� �����
Bernsen et al�� ������

� percentage of implicit recovery utterances �where the system uses di�
alogue context to recover from errors of partial recognition or under�
standing�

� percentage of explicit recovery utterances

� percentage of contextually appropriate system utterances

� cooperativity �the adherence of the systems behavior to Grices con�
versational maxims �Grice� ������

� percentage of correct and partially correct answers

as in a controlled experiment� In a �eld study� determining whether a user accomplished
his or her task typically requires a subjective judgment�
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� percentage of appropriate and inappropriate system directive and di�
agnostic utterances

� user satisfaction �users perceptions about the usability of a system�
usually assessed with multiple choice questionnaires that ask users to
rank the systems performance on a range of usability features accord�
ing to a scale of potential assessments�

Both the objective and subjective metrics have been very useful to the
spoken dialogue community� For example� the metrics have enabled com�
parisons between di�erent systems carrying out the same task� However�
both the metrics and the current methodologies for using them also have
important limitations�
One widely acknowledged limitation is that the use of reference answers

makes it impossible to compare systems that use di�erent dialogue strategies
for carrying out the same task� This is because the reference answer approach
requires canonical responses �i�e�� a single �correct� answer� to be de�ned
for every user utterance� even though there are potentially many correct
answers� For example� it is not possible to use the reference answer approach
to compare a system that gives a list of database values as a response to a
database query with a system that gives an abstract summary as a response�
A second limitation is that interdependencies between metrics are not

yet well understood� For example� various metrics may be highly correlated
with one another� and thus provide redundant information on performance�
Determining correlations requires a suite of metrics that are widely used� and
testing whether correlations hold across multiple dialogue applications�
A third limitation arises from the inability to tradeo� or combine var�

ious metrics and to make generalizations �Fraser� ����� Sparck�Jones and
Galliers� ������ Consider a comparison of two train timetable information
agents �Danieli and Gerbino� ������ where Agent A in Dialogue � uses an
explicit con�rmation strategy� while Agent B in Dialogue � uses an implicit
con�rmation strategy�

��� User� I want to go from Torino to Milano�
Agent A� Do you want to go from Trento to Milano� Yes or No�
User� No�
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��� User� I want to travel from Torino to Milano�
Agent B� At which time do you want to leave from Merano to Milano�
User� No� I want to leave from Torino in the evening�

In their evaluation� Danieli and Gerbino found that Agent A had a higher
transaction success rate and produced fewer inappropriate and repair utter�
ances than Agent B� and that Agent B produced dialogues that were approx�
imately half as long as Agent As� However� due to an inability to combine
metrics� they could not report whether Agent As higher transaction success
or Agent Bs e�ciency was more critical to performance�
The ability to identify how multiple factors impact performance is also

critical for making generalizations across systems performing di�erent tasks �Co�
hen� ����� Sparck�Jones and Galliers� ������ It would be useful to know
how users perceptions of performance depend on the strategy used� and on
tradeo�s among factors like e�ciency� usability� and accuracy� In addition to
agent factors such as the di�erences in dialogue strategy seen in Dialogues �
and �� task factors such as database size and environmental factors such as
background noise may also be relevant predictors of performance�
Walker proposed that a combined performance metric for dialogue sys�

tems could be derived as a weighted linear combination of a task�based suc�
cess measure and dialogue costs� She showed that� given particular assump�
tions about the weights for dialogue costs� e�ective dialogue strategies depend
on an interaction between task complexity and the hearers working memory
�Walker� ����� Walker� ������ However� she did not specify how the weights
in the performance function could be computed�
This paper presents PARADISE� a general framework for evaluating and

comparing the performance of spoken dialogue agents that addresses these
limitations �Walker et al�� ����b�� PARADISE supports comparisons among
dialogue strategies by providing a task representation that decouples what
an agent needs to achieve in terms of the task requirements from how the
agent carries out the task via dialogue� PARADISE uses a decision�theoretic
framework to specify the relative contribution of various factors to an agents
overall performance� Following �Walker� ������ performance is modeled as a
weighted function of a task�based success measure and dialogue�based cost
measures� However� here we show how to solve for the weights by correlating
user satisfaction with performance� We will also show that� once a perfor�
mance function has been derived� it can be used both to make predictions
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about future versions of the agent and as the basis of feedback to the agent
so that the agent can learn to optimize its behavior based on its experiences
with users over time�
The goal of this paper is both to explain PARADISE and to illustrate

its application� In Section � we introduce PARADISE� and for expository
purposes� illustrate its use in a simpli�ed train schedule information domain�
In Section � we illustrate the use of PARADISE in the evaluations of two
spoken dialogue agents� ELVIS �Walker et al�� ����a�� an agent for accessing
email over the phone� and TOOT �Litman et al�� ���	�� an agent for accessing
online Amtrak train schedule information� We show how to derive a perfor�
mance function for each of these agents� and how to generalize results across
agents� In Section � we discuss how we can use the derived performance
function to make predictions and to learn how to optimize agent dialogue
behavior� In Section � we conclude and suggest future work�

� PARADISE� A Framework for Deriving Per�

formance Models for Dialogue

PARADISE uses methods from decision theory �Keeney and Rai�a� �����
Doyle� ����� to combine a disparate set of performance measures �i�e�� user
satisfaction� task success� and dialogue cost� all of which have been previ�
ously noted in the literature� into a single performance evaluation function�
The use of decision theory requires a speci�cation of both the objectives of
the decision problem and a set of measures �known as attributes� for opera�
tionalizing the objectives� The PARADISE model is based on the structure
of objectives �rectangles� shown in Figure ��
The PARADISE model posits that performance can be correlated with

a meaningful external criterion such as usability� and thus that the over�
all goal of a spoken dialogue agent is to maximize an objective related
to usability� User satisfaction ratings �Kamm� ����� Shriberg et al�� �����
Polifroni et al�� ����� have been frequently used in the literature as an exter�
nal indicator of the usability of a dialogue agent� Thus� as shown in Figure ��
user satisfaction is the top level objective to be maximized� The model fur�
ther posits that two types of factors are potential relevant contributors to
user satisfaction �namely task success and dialogue costs�� and that both
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e�ciency and dialogue quality are potential relevant contributors to costs�
This re�ects the proposal that performance is a weighted linear combination
of task success and dialogue costs �Walker� ������ A novel aspect of PAR�
ADISE is the use of multivariate linear regression to estimate a performance
equation� In particular� regression is used to solve for the weights in the
performance equation� and thereby to quantify the relative contribution of
the success and cost factors to user satisfaction�
The remainder of this section explains the measures �ovals in Figure ��

used to operationalize the set of objectives and the methodology for estimat�
ing a quantitative performance function that re�ects the objective structure�
Section ��� describes PARADISEs task representation� which is needed to
calculate the task�based success measure described in Section ���� Section ���
describes some of the cost measures considered in PARADISE� which re�ect
both the e�ciency and the naturalness of an agents dialogue behaviors�
Section ��� describes the use of linear regression and user satisfaction to es�
timate the relative contribution of the success and cost measures in a single
performance function�

��� Tasks as Attribute Value Matrices

A general evaluation framework requires a task representation that decouples
what an agent and user accomplish from how the task is accomplished using
dialogue strategies� We propose that an attribute value matrix �AVM� can
represent many dialogue tasks� This consists of the information that must be
exchanged between the agent and the user during the dialogue� represented
as a set of ordered pairs of attributes and their possible values� �

As a �rst illustrative example� consider a simpli�cation of the train timetable
domain of Dialogues � and �� where the timetable only contains information
about rush�hour trains between four cities� as shown in Table ��� This AVM
consists of four attributes �abbreviations for each attribute name are also
shown��� In Table �� these attribute�value pairs are annotated with the

�For in�nite sets of values� actual values found in the experimental data constitute the
required �nite set�

�In addition to the AVMs presented in this paper� a more general set of examples can
be found in �Walker et al�� �		
b��

�The AVM serves as an evaluation mechanism only� We are not claiming that AVMs
determine an agent�s behavior or serve as an utterance�s semantic representation�
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direction of information �ow to represent who acquires the information� al�
though this information is not used for evaluation� During the dialogue the
agent must acquire from the user the values of depart�city� arrival�city� and
depart�range� while the user must acquire depart�time�
Performance evaluation for an agent requires a corpus of dialogues be�

tween users and the agent� in which users execute a set of scenarios� Each
scenario execution has a corresponding AVM instantiation indicating the task
information that was actually obtained via the dialogue�
For example� assume that a scenario requires the user to �nd a train

from Torino to Milano that leaves in the evening� as in the longer versions of
Dialogues � and � in Figures � and ���

Table � contains an AVM corresponding to a �key� for this scenario�
All dialogues resulting from execution of this scenario in which the agent

and the user correctly convey all attribute values �as in Figures � and ��
would have the same AVM as the scenario key in Table �� The AVMs of the
remaining dialogues would di�er from the key by at least one value� The
AVM represents the attribute value pairs as they exist at the end of the
dialog �AVMs are not created during the course of a dialog�� Note that even
though the dialogue strategies in Figures � and � are radically di�erent� the
AVM task representation for these dialogues is identical and the performance
of the system for the same task can thus be assessed on the basis of the AVM
representation�
This example used an AVM that contained a single value for each at�

tribute� However this representation can be extended to handle multiple
right answers �values�� One way to do this is to represent the value as a
disjunction of possible values as illustrated in table �� Another solution is to
use the entity relationship model �Korth� ����� to design the AVM �see ap�
pendix�� Note that the AVM representation is con�ned to a discrete �albeit
large� collection of responses�

��� Measuring Task Success

Success at the task for a whole dialogue �or subdialogue� is measured by
how well the agent and user achieve the information requirements of the

�These dialogues have been slightly modi�ed from �Danieli and Gerbino� �		��� The
attribute names at the end of each utterance will be explained below�

	



task by the end of the dialogue �or subdialogue�� This section explains how
PARADISE uses the Kappa coe�cient �Carletta� ����� Siegel and Castellan�
��		� to operationalize the task�based success measure in Figure ��
The Kappa coe�cient� �� can be calculated from a confusion matrix that

summarizes how well an agent achieves the information requirements of a
particular task for a set of dialogues instantiating a set of scenarios�� For
example� Tables � and � show two hypothetical confusion matrices that could
have been generated in an evaluation of �

 complete dialogues with each of
two train timetable agents A and B �perhaps using the con�rmation strate�
gies illustrated in Figures � and �� respectively��� The values in the matrix
cells are based on comparisons between the dialogue and scenario key AVMs�
Whenever an attribute value in a dialogue �i�e�� data� AVMmatches the value
in its scenario key� the number in the appropriate diagonal cell of the matrix
�boldface for clarity� is incremented by �� The o��diagonal cells represent
misunderstandings that are not corrected in the dialogue� Note that de�
pending on the strategy that a spoken dialogue agent uses� confusions across
attributes are possible� e�g�� �Milano � could be confused with �morning��
The e�ect of misunderstandings that are corrected during the course of

the dialogue are re�ected in the costs associated with the dialogue� as will
be discussed below� The individual AVMs for the dialogue and the confusion
matrices derived from them re�ect only the state of the information exchange
at the end of the dialogue� The time course of the dialogue and error handling
for any misunderstandings are assumed to be re�ected in the costs associated
with the dialogue�
The matrix in Table � summarizes how the �

 AVMs representing each

dialogue with Agent A compare with the AVMs representing the relevant sce�
nario keys� while the matrix in Table � summarizes the information exchange
with Agent B� Labels v� to v� in each matrix represent the possible values
of depart�city shown in Table �� v� to v	 are for arrival�city� etc� Columns
represent the key� specifying which information values the agent and user
were supposed to communicate to one another given a particular scenario�
�The equivalent column sums in both tables re�ects that users of both agents
were assumed to have performed the same scenarios�� Rows represent the

�Confusion matrices can be constructed to summarize the result of dialogues for any
subset of the scenarios� attributes� users or dialogues�

�The distributions in the tables were roughly based on performance results in �Danieli
and Gerbino� �		���
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data collected from the dialogue corpus� re�ecting what attribute values were
actually communicated between the agent and the user� When the data con�
tains attribute values that are not present in the key �as in both of the case
studies described below�� an extra row representing �all other values� can be
added for each relevant attribute�
Given a confusion matrix M� success at achieving the information require�

ments of the task is measured with the Kappa coe�cient �Carletta� �����
Siegel and Castellan� ��		��

� �
P �A�� P �E�

� � P �E�

P�A� is the proportion of times that the AVMs for the actual set of dialogues
agree with the AVMs for the scenario keys� and P�E� is the proportion of
times that the AVMs for the dialogues and the keys are expected to agree
by chance�� When there is no agreement other than that which would be
expected by chance� � � 
� When there is total agreement� � � �� � is
superior to other measures of success such as transaction success �Danieli
and Gerbino� ������ concept accuracy �Simpson and Fraser� ������ and per�
cent agreement �Gale et al�� ����� because � takes into account the inherent
complexity of the task by correcting for chance expected agreement� Thus �
provides a basis for comparisons across agents that are performing di�erent
tasks�
When the prior distribution of the categories is unknown� P�E�� the ex�

pected chance agreement between the data and the key� can be estimated
from the distribution of the values in the keys� This can be calculated from
confusion matrix M� since the columns represent the values in the keys� In
particular�

P �E� �
nX

i	�

�
ti

T
��

where ti is the sum of the frequencies in column i of M� and T is the sum of
the frequencies in M �t� � � � �� tn��

�
� has been used to measure pairwise agreement among coders making category judg�

ments �Carletta� �		� Krippendorf� �	��� Siegel and Castellan� �	���� Thus� the observed
user�agent interactions are modeled as a coder� and the ideal interactions as an expert
coder�
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P�A�� the actual agreement between the data and the key� can be com�
puted over all the scenarios from the confusion matrix M�

P �A� �

Pn
i	�M�i� i�

T

When it is desirable to compute a per dialogue �� as we will do below� P�A�
can be computed on a per dialogue basis by simply calculating the percent
of the attribute values in the AVM instantiation for the dialogue that agree
with the attribute values in the AVM key for the dialogue scenario�
Given the confusion matrices in Tables � and �� P�E� � 
�
�� for both

agents�
 For Agent A� P�A� � 
���� over all scenarios and � � 
����� while
for Agent B� P�A� � 
��� over all scenarios and � � 
����� suggesting that
Agent A is more successful than B in achieving the task goals�

��� Measuring Dialogue Costs

As shown in Figure �� performance is also a function of a combination of cost
measures� Intuitively� cost measures should be calculated on the basis of any
user or agent dialogue behaviors that should be minimized� As discussed in
Section �� a wide range of both e�ciency and qualitative cost measures have
been used in previous work� Since it is not clear in advance of empirical work
which cost factors may be the strongest contributors to user satisfaction� it is
important that a wide range of these measures be used in empirical studies�
Furthermore� in order to make cross�task generalizations about important
factors� the same measures must be examined across di�erent tasks� Section
� discusses the particular set of cost measures used in our two case studies�
PARADISE represents each cost measure as a function ci that can be

applied to any �sub�dialogue� First� consider the simplest case of calculating
e�ciency measures over a whole dialogue� For example� let c� be the total
number of utterances� For the whole dialogue D� in Figure �� c��D�� is ��
utterances� For the whole dialogue D� in Figure �� c��D�� is �
 utterances�
To calculate costs over subdialogues and for some of the qualitative mea�

sures� it is necessary to be able to specify which information goals each ut�

	Using a single confusion matrix for all attributes as in Tables � and � in�ates � when
there are few cross�attribute confusions by making P�E� smaller� In some cases it might
be desirable to calculate � �rst for identi�cation of attributes and then for values within
attributes� or to average � for each attribute to produce an overall � for the task�
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terance contributes to� PARADISE uses its AVM representation to link the
information goals of the task to any arbitrary dialogue behavior� by tagging
the dialogue with the attributes for the task��� This makes it possible to
evaluate any potential dialogue strategies for achieving the task� as well as
to evaluate dialogue strategies that operate at the level of dialogue subtasks
�subdialogues����

Consider the longer versions of Dialogues � and � in Figures � and ��
Each utterance in Figures � and � has been tagged using one or more of the
attribute abbreviations in Table �� according to the subtask�s� the utterance
contributes to� As a convention of this type of tagging� utterances that
contribute to the success of the whole dialogue� such as greetings� are tagged
with all the attributes� Since the structure of a dialogue re�ects the structure
of the task �Carberry� ��	�� Grosz and Sidner� ��	�� Litman and Allen� ���
��
the tagging of a dialogue by the AVM attributes can be used to generate a
hierarchical discourse structure such as that shown in Figure � for Dialogue
� �Figure ��� For example� segment �subdialogue� S� in Figure � is about
both depart�city �DC� and arrival�city �AC�� It contains segments S� and S�
within it� and consists of utterances U� � � � U��
Tagging by AVM attributes is required to calculate costs over subdia�

logues� since for any subdialogue� task attributes de�ne the subdialogue� For
subdialogue S� in Figure �� which is about the attribute arrival�city and
consists of utterances A� and U�� c��S�� is ��
Tagging by AVM attributes is also required to calculate the cost of some

of the qualitative measures� such as number of repair utterances� �Note that
to calculate such costs� each utterance in the corpus of dialogues must also be
tagged with respect to the qualitative phenomenon in question� e�g� whether
the utterance is a repair���� For example� let c� be the number of repair
utterances� The repair utterances for the whole dialogue D� in Figure �
are A� through U�� thus c��D�� is �
 utterances and c��S�� is � utterances�

�
This tagging can be hand generated� or system generated and hand corrected� Pre�
liminary studies indicate that reliability for human tagging is higher for AVM attribute
tagging than for other types of discourse segment tagging �Passonneau and Litman� �		
�
Hirschberg and Nakatani� �		��

��Walker et al���		
b� contains a complete example of the use of PARADISE at the
subdialogue level�

��Previous work has shown that this can be done with high reliability �Hirschman and
Pao� �		���
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The repair utterance for the whole dialogue D� in Figure � is U�� but note
that according to the AVM task tagging� U� simultaneously addresses the
information goals for depart�range� In general� if an utterance U contributes
to the information goals of N di�erent attributes� each attribute accounts for
��N of any costs derivable from U� Thus� c��D�� is ���
Given a set of ci� it is necessary to combine the di�erent cost measures in

order to determine their relative contribution to performance� The next sec�
tion explains how to combine � with a set of ci to yield an overall performance
measure�

��� Estimating a Performance Function

Given the de�nition of success and costs above and the model in Figure ��
performance for any �sub�dialogue D is de�ned as follows�

Performance � �� � N ���� �
nX

i	�

wi � N �ci�

Here � is a weight on �� the cost functions ci are weighted by wi� and N is a
Z score normalization function �Cohen� ������ We assume an additive perfor�
mance �utility� function because our analysis indicates that � and the various
cost factors ci are utility independent and additive independent �Keeney and
Rai�a� ������
The normalization function is used to overcome the problem that the

values of ci are not on the same scale as �� and that the cost measures ci
may also be calculated over widely varying scales �e�g� response delay could
be measured using seconds while� in the example� costs were calculated in
terms of number of utterances�� If the values of � and ci are not normalized�
then the magnitude of the coe�cients � and wi will not re�ect the relative
contribution of each factor to performance� This problem is easily solved by
normalizing each factor x to its Z score�

N �x� �
x� x

�x

where �x is the standard deviation for x�
To illustrate the method for estimating a performance function� we will

use a subset of the data from Tables � and �� shown in Table �� Table �
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represents the results from a hypothetical experiment in which eight users
were randomly assigned to communicate with Agent A and eight users were
randomly assigned to communicate with Agent B� Table � shows user satis�
faction �US� ratings �discussed below�� �� number of utterances ��utt� and
number of repair utterances ��rep� for each of these users� Users � and ��
correspond to the dialogues in Figures � and � respectively� To normalize c�
for user �� we determine that c� is �	�� and �c� is �	��� Thus� N �c�� is �
�	��
A similar calculation for user �� gives N �c�� � ������
To estimate the performance function� the weights � and wi must be

solved for� Recall that the claim implicit in Figure � was that the relative
contribution of task success and dialogue costs to performance should be
calculated by considering their contribution to user satisfaction� User sat�
isfaction is typically calculated with surveys that ask users to specify the
degree to which they agree with one or more statements about the behavior
or the performance of the system� A single user satisfaction measure can be
calculated from a single question� as the mean of a set of ratings� or as a
linear combination of a set of ratings� In Section �� we will discuss the sur�
veys we used for user satisfaction and the way we calculated user satisfaction
ratings in our case studies� The hypothetical user satisfaction ratings shown
in Table � range from a high of � to a low of ��
Given a set of dialogues for which user satisfaction �US�� � and the set of

ci have been collected experimentally� the weights � and wi can be solved for
using multivariate linear regression� Multivariate linear regression produces
a set of coe�cients �weights� describing the relative contribution of each
predictor factor in accounting for the variance in a predicted factor� In this
case� on the basis of the model in Figure �� US is treated as the predicted
factor� Normalization of the predictor factors �� and ci� to their Z scores
guarantees that the relative magnitude of the coe�cients directly indicates
the relative contribution of each factor� Regression on the Table � data for
both sets of users tests which factors �� �utt� �rep most strongly predicts
US�
In this illustrative example� the results of the regression with all factors

included shows that only � and �rep are signi�cant �p � �
��� In order
to develop a performance function estimate that includes only signi�cant
factors and eliminates redundancies� a second regression including only sig�
ni�cant factors must then be done� In this case� a second regression yields
the predictive equation�
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Performance � ��
N ��� � ��	N �c��

i�e�� � is ��
 and w� is ��	� The results also show � is signi�cant at p � �


��
�rep signi�cant at p � �


�� and the combination of � and �rep account
for �� of the variance in US� the external validation criterion� The factor
�utt was not a signi�cant predictor of performance� in part because �utt
and �rep are highly redundant� �The correlation between �utt and �rep is

�����
Given these predictions about the relative contribution of di�erent factors

to performance� it is then possible to return to the problem �rst introduced
in Section �� given potentially con�icting performance criteria such as ro�
bustness and e�ciency� how can the performance of Agent A and Agent B
be compared� Given values for � and wi� performance can be calculated for
both agents using the equation above� The mean performance of A is ����
and the mean performance of B is ���� suggesting that Agent B may perform
better than Agent A overall�
The evaluator must then however test these performance di�erences for

statistical signi�cance� In this case� a t test shows that di�erences are only
signi�cant at the p � �
� level� indicating a trend only�
Finally� note that once the weights in the performance function have been

solved for� user satisfaction ratings no longer need to be collected� Instead�
predictions about user satisfaction can be made on the basis of the predictor
variables�

� Two Case Studies

Above we both presented the PARADISE framework and used PARADISE to
evaluate two hypothetical dialogue agents in a simpli�ed train timetable task
domain� In particular� we used PARADISE to derive a performance function
for our hypothetical task by estimating the relative contribution of a set
of potential predictors to user satisfaction� The PARADISE methodology
consisted of the following steps�

� de�nition of a task and a set of scenarios�

� speci�cation of the AVM task representation�
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� experiments with alternate dialogue agents for the task�

� calculation of user satisfaction using surveys�

� calculation of task success�

� calculation of dialogue cost using e�ciency and qualitative measures�

� estimation of a performance function using linear regression and values
for user satisfaction� task success and dialogue costs�

� application of the performance function to experimental performance
data to compare performance di�erences among agent strategies� tasks�
or other experimental variables

In this section we describe the application of PARADISE to experimental
studies of two actual spoken dialogue systems� ��� ELVIS �EmaiL Voice In�
teractive System� �Walker et al�� ����a�� and ��� TOOT �Litman et al�� ���	��
an agent for accessing online Amtrak schedule information over the phone�
Our experimental studies consist of controlled experiments with clearly de�
�ned user tasks� Section ��� describes the spoken dialogue platform used to
implement both applications� Section ��� describes the experimental setup
for each dialogue agent� Section ��� discusses the performance equation de�
rived for each application� and generalizes results across applications�

��� Spoken Dialogue Platform

Both ELVIS and TOOT are implemented using a general�purpose platform
for voice dialogue agents� which combines automatic speech recognition �ASR��
an audio server for both voice recordings and text�to�speech �TTS�� a phone
interface� a module for application speci�c functions� and modules for spec�
ifying the dialogue manager and the application grammars �Kamm et al��
������
The speech recognizer is a speaker�independent hidden Markov model

�HMM� system with context�dependent phone models for telephone speech
and constrained grammars de�ning the vocabulary that is permitted at any
point in a dialogue �Rabiner et al�� ������ The platform supports barge�in� so
that the user can interrupt the agent when it is speaking� e�g�� when reading
a long email message� The grammar module supports dynamic grammar
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generation and loading because the ASR vocabulary must change during the
interaction� e�g�� to support selection of email messages by content �elds such
as sender and subject�
The text�to�speech technology is concatenative diphone synthesis �Sproat

and Olive� ������ The audio server can switch between voice recordings
and TTS and integrate voice recordings with TTS� However� the ELVIS and
TOOT agents only use TTS due to the dynamic and unpredictable nature
of both web�based tables and email messages�
The application module for each application provides application spe�

ci�c functions� For example� ELVIS provides functions for accessing message
attributes such as subject and author� and using these attributes in folder
summaries and for selecting messages� TOOTs application module provides
functions for accessing tables stored on AMTRAKs web site and for selecting
subsets of these tables that satisfy constraints in the users query�
The dialogue manager is based on a state machine� Each state speci�es

transitions to other states and the conditions that license these transitions� as
well as a grammar for what the user can say� State de�nitions also include the
speci�cation of agent prompts in terms of templates� with variables that are
instantiated each time the state is entered� Prompts include� ��� an initial
prompt� which the agent says upon entering the state �this may include a
response to the users current request�� ��� a help prompt which the agent
says if the user says help� ��� multiple rejection prompts which the agent says
if the speech recognizer con�dence is too low to continue without more user
input� ��� multiple timeout prompts which the agent produces if the user
doesnt say anything�
Each of these speci�cations is a�ected by the agents dialogue strategy�

An agents dialogue strategy is implemented as a combination of the prompts
that are played to the user and the state transitions that the agent makes
in response to the users utterance� In particular� alternative prompts can
be speci�ed for all types of prompts �initial� help� rejection and timeout� to
provide alternate dialogue strategies in each state�

��� Experimental Design

Both the ELVIS and TOOT experiments were designed to test di�erent di�
alogue strategies for the particular agent involved in the experiment� Both
experiments required every user to complete a set of application tasks in con�
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versations with a particular version of the agent� Instructions to the users
were given on a set of web pages� there was one page for each experimental
task� Each web page consisted of a brief general description of the function�
ality of the agent� a list of hints for talking to the agent� a task description�
and information on how to call the agent� Each page also contained a form
for specifying information acquired from the agent during the dialogue� and
a survey� to be �lled out after task completion� designed to probe the users
satisfaction with the system� Users read the instructions in their o�ces be�
fore calling the agent from their o�ce phone� In this section� we describe the
dialogue strategies tested in each case study �Section ������� the tasks that
each case study involved �Section ������� and how the values for task success�
the dialogue costs� and user satisfaction were logged and extracted from the
experimental data �Section �������

����� Dialogue Strategies Tested

The types of dialogue strategies that were tested were di�erent for each
agent� The ELVIS experiments tested di�erent initiative management strate�
gies� while the TOOT experiments tested di�erent information presentation
strategies���

In ELVIS� we tested a system�initiative �SI� versus a mixed�initiative �MI�
dialogue strategy �Walker et al�� ����a� Walker and Whittaker� ���
�� The
SI strategy uses directive prompts �Kamm� ������ and controls the dialogue
by directing the user to select among a limited number of choices� as in
Dialogue ��

��� E� Hi� Ive got your mail� Say Read� or Summarize� or say Help for
more options�
U� Read�
E� Select messages by subject� by sender� or in order of arrival�
U� Sender�
E� Which sender�
U� Kim� ����

The MI strategy never volunteers information� It assumes that users

��The ELVIS experiments also tested other types of dialogue strategies� e�g� information
presentation strategies� although we will not present those results here�
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know what to do and therefore it lets the user control the dialogue as in
Dialogue ��

��� E� Hi� Ive got your mail�
U� Read me my messages from Kim���

The hypotheses we investigated were� ��� the SI strategy would be easier
for novice users and would result in better ASR performance� ��� the MI
strategy would be easier to use and would be preferred by users once they
had some experience with the system� and ��� the ability to summarize and
select messages by content attributes such as sender and subject would lead
to greater dialogue e�ciency� Our results are reported in detail in Walker et
al������a� ���	a��
In TOOT� we tested a literal versus a cooperative dialogue strategy for

presenting information in a displayless environment �Abella et al�� ����� God�
deau et al�� ����� Sene� et al�� ����� Meng et al�� ����� Pieraccini et al�� �����
Allen and Perrault� ��	
�� The di�erence in the presentation strategies was
linked to two conditions� �A� when there was no information that matched
a users query� and �B� when there was too much matching information to
present in a single utterance� For condition A� the �rst strategy reports only
the literal answer to the query� as in the fragment of the TOOT dialogue
shown in ����

��� T� Do you want me to �nd the trains going to Chicago from Philadel�
phia on Sunday around �
��
 am now�

U� Yes�

T�There are no trains going to Chicago from Philadelphia on Sunday
around �
��
 am� Do you want to continue and �nd a new set of trains�

The second strategy automatically relaxes the users time constraint� and
also allows the user to perform additional relaxations� as in ����

��� � � �
T� There are no trains going to Chicago from Philadelphia on Sunday
around �
��
 am� The closest earlier train leaves at ���	 am every day�
and it takes � day � hours �� minutes� The closest later train leaves
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at ����� am on Saturday and Sunday� and it takes �� hours � minutes�
Please say �relax� to change your departure time or travel day� or say
�continue� if my answer was su�cient� or say �repeat� to hear this
message again�

For condition B� the �rst strategy groups the information to be presented
into manageable units� then lists each unit� as in ����

��� T� Do you want me to �nd the trains going to Philadelphia from New
York City on the weekend around � oclock pm now�

U� Yes�

T� There are � trains available around � oclock pm� Here are the
�rst � trains� The �st train leaves at ��

 pm on Saturday and Sunday�
and it takes � hour �� minutes� The �nd train leaves at ���
 pm every
day� and it takes � hour �� minutes� The �rd train leaves at ��

 pm
on Sunday� and it takes � hour �� minutes� Do you want to hear the
rest of the trains�

The second strategy instead summarizes the range of trains available�
then allows the user to group and list the trains� or to further constrain the
query� as in �	��

�	� � � �
T� There are � trains available around � oclock pm� Here is the earliest
train we have� The �rst train leaves at ��

 pm on Saturday and
Sunday� and it takes � hour �� minutes� Here is the latest train we
have� The seventh train leaves at ��

 pm on Saturday� and it takes �
hour �� minutes� Please say �list� to hear trains � at a time� or say
�add constraint� to constrain your departure time or travel day� or say
�continue� if my answer was su�cient� or say �repeat� to hear this
message again�

The hypothesis we investigated was that strategy performance was de�
pendent on task� Our results are reported in detail in �Litman et al�� ���	��
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����� Task Descriptions

For ELVIS� each user performed three tasks in sequence� and each task con�
sisted of two subtasks� totaling six subtasks in all� Each subtask was repre�
sented by a scenario where the agent and the user had to exchange informa�
tion about criteria for selecting messages and information within the message
body� Two sample task scenarios are shown below� where scenarios ��� and
��� were done in the same conversation with ELVIS�

� TASK ���� You are working at home in the morning and plan to go
directly to a meeting when you go into work� Kim said she would send
you a message telling you where and when the meeting is� Find out
the Meeting Time and the Meeting Place�

� TASK ���� The second task involves �nding information in a di�erent
message� Yesterday evening� you had told Lee you might want to call
him this morning� Lee said he would send you a message telling you
where to reach him� Find out Lee�s Phone Number�

Scenario ��� is represented in terms of the attribute value matrix �AVM�
in Table �� The AVM representation for all six subtasks is similar to Table
��
For TOOT� each user performed � tasks in sequence� Each task was

represented by a scenario where the user had to �nd a train satisfying certain
constraints� by using the agent to retrieve and process online train schedules�
A sample task scenario is as follows�

� TASK �� Try to �nd a train going to Boston from New York City

on Saturday at ��		 pm� If you cannot �nd an exact match� �nd
the one with the closest departure time� Please write down the exact
departure time of the train you found as well as the total travel
time�

The scenarios in TOOT are represented by an attribute value matrix
which includes the attributes in Table � �with di�erent possible values� as
well as the attributes �depart�day� and �travel�time��
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����� Collection and Extraction of Experimental Measures

In each case study� experimental results were collected by three means� and
a set of cost metrics were extracted� Cost metrics are given in boldface

below� First� all of the dialogues were recorded� This allows us to transcribe
utterances and to check aspects of the timing of the interaction� such as
whether there were long delays for agent responses� and how many times
users barged in on agent utterances �the variable named Barge Ins�� In
addition� the recording was used to calculate the total time of the interaction
�the variable named Elapsed Time��
Second� the agents dialogue behavior was logged in terms of entering

and exiting each state in the state transition table for the dialogue� For each
state� the system logged the dialogue strategy that the agent executed� as well
as the number of timeout prompts that were played �Timeout Prompts��
the number of times that ASR rejected the users utterance �ASR Rejec


tions�� and the number of times that the user accessed the state�speci�c
help messages by saying Help �Help Requests�� The number of System
Turns and the number of User Turns were also calculated on the basis of
this data� In addition� the ASR result for the users utterance was logged�
including the log�likelihood score that ASR assigned to the utterance� The
recordings were used in combination with the logged ASR result to calcu�
late a concept accuracy measure for each utterance by hand �i�e�� whether
the recognizers output correctly captured the task�related information in
the utterance�� Mean concept accuracy was then calculated over the whole
dialogue and used as a Mean Recognition Score for the dialogue�
Third� users were required to �ll out a web page form after each task�

Users �rst speci�ed whether they thought they had completed the task or not
�Completed�� Users next speci�ed the information that they had acquired
from the agent �e�g�� in ELVIS� the values for Email�att� and Email�att�
in Table ��� This information was used in conjunction with the �logged�
information that the agent had acquired from the user �e�g�� in ELVIS� the
value for Selection Criteria in Table �� to compute Kappa� Finally� users
responded to a survey on their subjective evaluation of their satisfaction with
the agents performance� The survey as it was instantiated for ELVIS follows�

� Was ELVIS easy to understand in this conversation� �TTS Perfor


mance�
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� In this conversation� did ELVIS understand what you said� �ASR
Performance�

� In this conversation� was it easy to �nd the message you wanted� �Task
Ease�

� Was the pace of interaction with ELVIS appropriate in this conversa�
tion� �Interaction Pace�

� In this conversation� did you know what you could say at each point of
the dialogue� �User Expertise�

� How often was ELVIS sluggish and slow to reply to you in this conver�
sation� �System Response�

� Did ELVIS work the way you expected him to in this conversation�
�Expected Behavior�

� In this conversation� how did ELVISs voice interface compare to the
touch�tone interface to voice mail��� �Comparable Interface�

� From your current experience with using ELVIS to get your email� do
you think youd use ELVIS regularly to access your mail when you are
away from your desk� �Future Use�

Most question responses ranged over values such as �almost never� rarely�
sometimes� often� almost always�� Each of these responses was mapped to
an integer in � � � � �� Some questions had �yes� no� maybe� responses� Each
question emphasized the users experience with the system in the current
conversation� with the hope that satisfaction measures would indicate per�
ceptions speci�c to each conversation� rather than re�ecting an overall evalu�
ation of the system over the three tasks� We calculated a User Satisfaction
score �cumulative satisfaction� for each dialogue by summing the scores of
the multiple choice questions in the survey�
In terms of the model shown in Figure �� the User Satisfaction score

is used as a measure of User Satisfaction� Kappa measures actual task suc�
cess� The measures of System Turns� User Turns and Elapsed Time are

��The instantiation of the survey for TOOT did not contain a �comparable interface�
question�
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e�ciency cost measures� The qualitative measures are Completed� Barge
Ins� Timeout Prompts� ASR Rejections� Help Requests� and Mean

Recognition Score� Because we were concerned about the reliability of
the qualitative measures� we mainly used measures that the system could log
automatically� which did not require hand labeling� The only measures in
the experiments reported here that require hand labeling areMean Recog


nition Score and Barge Ins� As we mentioned above� we believe that at
this stage� it is impossible to prejudge which measures contribute to user
satisfaction� Instead� we use PARADISE and empirical data to tell us which
measures have merit� and to quantify their relative importance�

��� Deriving a Performance Equation from Experimen�

tal Data

This section describes the results of two di�erent experiments� one with
ELVIS and one with TOOT� Table � illustrates the type of information that
was accumulated at the end of each experiment� as a result of the logging
and hand�labeling of data described above�
Each row in the table represents a dialogue in the collected dialogue cor�

pus� For each dialogue� the logged information consists of the user� the task
the user performed� the actions that the agent performed in each dialogue
state which depends on the agents dialogue strategy parameters� and values
for all of the other variables discussed in Section ������ These include values
for User Satisfaction �US�� for the task success measure Kappa ���� for
cost e�ciency measures such as Elapsed Time �ET� and System Turns

�STs�� and for qualitative costs measures such as Timeout Prompts �TOs�
and Mean Recognition Score �MRS�� We show below how experimen�
tal data such as these can be used to derive a performance function within
applications� and how results can be generalized across applications� For
more detailed information about these experiments� see �Walker et al�� ����a�
Walker et al�� ���	a� Litman et al�� ���	��
The ELVIS experimental data consists of three dialogues for each of three

tasks for �	 users� for a total of ��� dialogues and ��	� turns� Most users suc�
cessfully completed each task in about � minutes� average � over all subjects
and tasks was �	� and mean elapsed time was ��� seconds� P�E�� estimated
by using the data from all subjects and tasks� was ��� while P�A� was ����
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When we applied PARADISE to ELVIS experimental data to derive a perfor�
mance equation� we found that user perception of task completion �COMP�
p � �

��� elapsed time �ET� p � �

�� and mean recognition score �MRS� p
� �


�� were the factors that signi�cantly contributed to user satisfaction�

Performance � ��
N �COMP � � ���N �MRS� � ���N �ET �

COMP was a signi�cant factor in predicting user satisfaction �rather than ��
because users perceptions of task completion sometimes varied from �� It is
interesting to note that although task completion and e�ciency have typically
been assumed to be the most important factors in a systems success� the
relative magnitude in the performance equation of the coe�cient for MRS�
a qualitative measure� is greater than the measures related to task success
�COMP� and the e�ciency measure �ET��
Plugging our experimental data back into this performance function shows

that the mean performance of the system�initiative �SI� strategy is greater
than the mean performance of the mixed�initiative �MI� strategy� There
were two main reasons for this di�erence� the MI strategy was harder to
learn and MRS for MI was much lower on average� However� as we had
hypothesized� performance for MI increased over successive tasks as users
expertise increased� We are continuing to explore how users expertise a�ects
performance of the MI strategy�
The TOOT experimental data consists of � tasks for each of �� users� for

a total of �	 dialogues and ���� turns� Average � over all subjects and tasks
was �	� and mean elapsed time was ��� seconds� P�E� �chance expected
agreement� estimated by using the data from all subjects and tasks� was
�
�� indicating that the TOOT task was inherently more complex than the
ELVIS task� That is� in TOOT� it would have been harder to guess the
correct attribute values in the AVM scenario keys� Although P�A� averaged
over all subjects and tasks was �	� �in contrast to ��� for ELVIS�� the � scores
indicate that TOOT and ELVIS in fact perform comparably with respect to
task success� This is because � adjusts P�A� to account for P�E��
The performance equation derived from the application of PARADISE

to the experimental data for TOOT shows that users perception of task
completion �COMP� p � �


��� mean recognition score �MRS� p � �

���
and the number of times that the user interrupted the system �BargeIns� p
� �


�� were signi�cant factors�
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Performance � ���N �COMP � � ���N �MRS� � ���N �BargeIns�

Our performance function demonstrates that TOOT performance involves a
combination of task success and dialogue quality factors� It is interesting
to note that in the case of TOOT� none of the e�ciency measures are sig�
ni�cant predictors of performance� Like the results from ELVIS� the results
from TOOT again draw into question the frequently made assumption that
e�ciency is one of the most important measures of system performance�
Plugging the experimental TOOT data back into the derived performance

function shows that the mean performance scores of the literal and coopera�
tive dialogue strategies are not signi�cantly di�erent� As discussed in �Litman
et al�� ���	�� this re�ects the fact that of the three �fairly equally weighted�
factors in the performance function� only COMP signi�cantly di�ers across
the literal and cooperative presentation strategies�
Finally� remember that one of the major goals of PARADISE is the abil�

ity to make generalizations about factors that contribute to performance in
dialogue agents by combining data across applications� Performance function
estimation should be done iteratively over many di�erent tasks and dialogue
strategies to see which factors generalize� In this way� the �eld can make
progress on identifying the relationship between various factors and can move
towards more predictive models of spoken dialogue agent performance�
Because the same measures were collected in ELVIS and TOOT� we can

make a �rst step towards generalization by combining the data from the two
experiments� When we combine the data� we �nd that COMP �p � �


���
MRS �p � �


��� and ET �p � �


�� are signi�cant�

Performance � ���N �COMP � � ���N �MRS� � ���N �ET �

Thus the factors that are important over both applications generalize the
factors that were shown to be important in the ELVIS data set� but the rela�
tive magnitude of the coe�cients change when modeling the combined data
set� re�ecting the strong contribution that COMP plays in the performance
model for TOOT��� Interestingly� this performance equation demonstrates

��The fact that ET but not BargeIns generalizes across applicationsmight also re�ect the
fact that the combined dataset contains ��� ELVIS dialogues and only �� TOOT dialogues�
In future work we will explore the use of sampling techniques to balance combined data�
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a trade�o� between recognizer performance �MRS� and e�ciency �ET� that
was noted in other work �Danieli and Gerbino� ������ Note again� that in
the generalized performance equation as in ELVIS� recognizer performance
contributes more to user satisfaction than e�ciency� even though it has of�
ten been assumed that users care more about e�ciency� Our hypothesis is
that people are not very accurate perceivers for e�ciency measures such as
elapsed time� This would be consistent with other �ndings in the literature
on spoken dialogue interfaces and user interfaces in general �Geelhoed et al��
������ Instead� we hypothesize that users are more attuned to qualitative as�
pects of the dialogue that are highly correlated with recognizer performance�
In particular� users may be particularly attuned to the confusion that re�
sults from misunderstandings and to requests to repeat what they have said�
Future work utilizing PARADISE in di�erent tasks will attempt to verify
this hypothesis as well as develop other generalizations about performance
in spoken dialogue agents�

� Using the Performance Equation

In Section � we showed how PARADISE could be used to evaluate di�erent
versions of an agent and to make generalizations across di�erent agents about
the factors that are critical predictors of performance� We did this by ���
deriving a performance function for each agent� and then ��� by combining
experimental data across multiple agents and then deriving a performance
function for the combined data� Here we will show that once we have derived
a performance equation� that there are many ways in which we can use it�

��� Learning to Optimize Dialogue Strategy Choices

One potentially broad use of the PARADISE performance function is as
feedback to the agent� There are many stochastic optimization algorithms
that require an objective performance function to provide feedback to the
agent� These algorithms make it possible for the agent to learn how to
optimize its behavior automatically� Some possible algorithms are Genetic
Algorithms �Goldberg� ��	�� Russell and Norvig� ������ Q�learning �Watkins�
��	��� TD�Learning �Tesauro� ������ and Adaptive Dynamic Programming
�Bellman� ����� Sutton� ����� Russell and Norvig� ����� Barto et al�� ������
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The basic idea is to apply the performance function to any dialogues Di in
which the agent conversed with a user� Then each dialogue has an associated
real numbered performance value Pi� which represents the performance of
the agent for that dialogue� If the agent can make di�erent choices in the
dialogue about what to do in various situations� this performance feedback
can be used to help the agent learn automatically� over time� which choices
are optimal� Learning could be either on�line so that the agent tracks its
behavior on a dialogue by dialogue basis� or o��line where the agent collects
a lot of experience and then tries to learn from it�
In previous work� Walker proposed that the performance value Pi can be

used as the agent �tness function in a genetic algorithm �a type of reinforce�
ment learning algorithm� �Walker� ������ Biermann and Long applied a type
of reinforcement learning algorithm to the selection of agent messages in a
speech�graphics Pascal tutor ������� Levin and Pieraccini������ pointed out
that dialogue must be characterized as a Markov Decision Process in order
to apply reinforcement learning�
In each case� the performance value Pi is used as a !�tness function or a

!reward in algorithms that assign a utility to the dialogue strategy choices
that the agent made in that dialogue� The basis of such algorithms is the
Maximum Expected Utility Principle�

Maximum Expected Utility Principle� An optimal action is
one that maximizes the expected utility of outcome states�

In principle� this approach would allow the agent to learn how to optimize
over a large set of actions �dialogue strategy choices�� Here� we illustrate the
approach by applying Adaptive Dynamic Programming to the trivial problem
of deciding whether ELVISs system�initiative strategy or mixed�initiative
strategy is more optimal� In this case� we already know that the system�
initiative strategy is more optimal� the point here is simply to illustrate the
method� See �Walker et al�� ���	b� for experiments on more complex action
choices�
Calculating the optimal action via Adaptive Dynamic Programming is

based on the following recursive equation� which is the basis for dynamic
programming �Bellman� ������

U�Si� � R�Si� � max
a

X

j

Ma
ijU�Sj�
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where Si� Sj are states that the agent can be in� Sj is a successor state to state
Si� U�Si� is the utility of state Si� R�Si� is a reward associated with being in
state Si� and Ma

ij is the probability of reaching state Sj if action a is taken in
state Si� The state transition model Ma

ij is learned from direct observations
of transitions in the state�action history sequences that are logged as a set
of dialogues are collected�
Value Iteration is the process of updating the estimate of U�Si�� based

on updated utility estimates for neighboring states� i�e� the equation above
becomes�

Ut���Si� � R�Si� � max
a

X

j

Ma
ijUt�Sj�

where Ut�Si� is the utility estimate for state Si after t iterations� The perfor�
mance value Pi� calculated by applying the PARADISE performance equa�
tion� is used as the utility for the �nal states of the dialogue� Value iteration
stops when the di�erence between Ut�Si� and Ut���Si� is below a threshold�
and utility values have been associated with the earlier states in the dia�
logue� in which various action �strategy� selections were made� The result of
value iteration is a table� specifying for each state Si� the action Ai that will
maximize the expected utility of the agent�
The result of applying the ADP algorithm to the choice that ELVIS makes

between system and mixed initiative is illustrated in Figure �� At the end
of �
	 training sessions �dialogues�� U�system�initiative� is estimated at ���
and U�mixed�initiative� is estimated at �����
We are currently applying these techniques to optimize choice of presen�

tation strategies for summarizing email folders in ELVIS and schedule tables
in TOOT and for reading email messages in ELVIS �Walker et al�� ���	b��

��� Making Predictions

Another potentially broad use of the PARADISE performance function is to
use it as a predictive model that can be both validated and re�ned by further
experiments� For example� recall the performance equation derived from the
combined ELVIS and TOOT data�

Performance � ���N �COMP � � ���N �MRS� � ���N �ET �

This equation� which states that mean recognition score �MRS� is the most
important contributor to performance� yielded the best �t to our data� Thus�
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one prediction we can make from this equation is that if we can improvemean
recognition score �especially if we can do so without decreasing the value of
COMP or increasing ET�� then we can increase performance by some amount�
One way that this prediction could be validated would be to replace the

recognizer used in our implementation platform with an improved version
�i�e�� one that yielded a higher mean recognition score�� rerun our experiments
with new users� and con�rm that performance does indeed increase by the
predicted amount� Unfortunately we do not currently have access to a better
speech recognizer� so cannot perform these experiments at this time�
However� even without changing our speech recognizer� we believe that

we can still improve mean recognition score� by changing various dialogue
behaviors of our agents� For example� the mean recognition score in the
system�initiative version of ELVIS is higher than in the mixed�initiative ver�
sion �Walker et al�� ����a�� It has also been suggested that by changing the
wording of reprompts� user inputs can be elicited that are less likely to be
misrecognized �Boyce and Gorin� ������
These observations have motivated our current work � the development

of adaptive versions of ELVIS and TOOT� that can recognize poor speech
recognition performance and change future dialogue behavior accordingly�
In particular� our research involves the development of a classi�er for �prob�
lematic� dialogues �with respect to speech recognition�� and the use of this
classi�er to determine when to adapt an agents dialogue behavior �e�g�� to
change from a more natural mixed�initiative dialogue strategy to a system�
initiative strategy�� We predict that this ability to recognize and respond
to poor speech recognition will yield higher mean recognition scores� and
based on the performance equation shown above� higher agent performance�
We will test this prediction by using PARADISE to evaluate adaptive and
non�adaptive versions of ELVIS and TOOT�

� Discussion

This paper presented the PARADISE framework for evaluating spoken dia�
logue agents� and illustrated its application in two case studies� The PAR�
ADISE performance measure is a function of both task success and dialogue
costs� The methodology for deriving this performance measure from data
consists of the following steps�
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� de�nition of a task and a set of scenarios�

� speci�cation of the AVM task representation�

� experiments with alternate dialogue agents for the task�

� calculation of user satisfaction using surveys�

� calculation of task success using ��

� calculation of dialogue cost using e�ciency and qualitative measures�

� estimation of a performance function using linear regression and values
for user satisfaction� � and dialogue costs�

� application of the performance function to experimental performance
data to compare performance di�erences among agent strategies� tasks�
or other experimental variables�

� comparison with other agents�tasks to determine which factors gener�
alize�

� re�nement of the performance model�

The PARADISE framework has a number of advantages compared to
previous work� First� PARADISE supports comparisons among dialogue
strategies� with a task representation that decouples what an agent needs
to achieve in terms of the task requirements from how the agent carries out
the task via dialogue� Second� because PARADISEs task success measure �
normalizes for task complexity� PARADISE provides a basis for comparing
agents performing di�erent tasks� Because � depends on P�A� and P�A� mea�
sures the percentage of attributes that were acquired correctly� our success
measure is not binary �i�e�� all or none�� but rather can re�ect partial success
at achieving a task� Third� PARADISE supports performance evaluation at
any level of a dialogue� because task success and dialogue costs can be calcu�
lated for any dialogue subtask� Because performance can be measured over
any subtask and dialogue strategies can range over subdialogues or the whole
dialogue� performance can be associated with individual dialogue strategies�
Fourth� the PARADISE performance function combines success measures
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with both objective and subjective cost measures� and speci�es how to quan�
tify the relative contributions of these measures to overall performance� To
our knowledge� we are the �rst to propose using user satisfaction to determine
weights on factors related to performance�
In addition� the PARADISE framework is broadly integrative� incorporat�

ing aspects of transaction success� concept accuracy� multiple cost measures�
and user satisfaction� In PARADISE� transaction success is re�ected in ��
corresponding to dialogues with a P�A� of �� The PARADISE performance
measure also captures information similar to concept accuracy� where low
concept accuracy scores translate into either higher costs for acquiring infor�
mation from the user� or lower � scores�
One limitation of the PARADISE approach is that the current task�based

success measure does not handle the possibility that some solutions might
be better than others� For example� in the train timetable domain� we might
like our task�based success measure to give higher ratings to agents that sug�
gest express over local trains� or that provide helpful information that was
not explicitly requested� especially since the better solutions might occur in
dialogues with higher costs� It might be possible to address this limitation by
using the interval scaled data version of � �Krippendorf� ��	
�� Another pos�
sibility is to simply substitute a domain�speci�c task�based success measure
in the performance model for ��
Our approach also does not make a distinction between providing a wrong

solution and a failure to provide a solution� Subsequently we did not address
what the impact would be of providing a wrong solution �or likewise a failure
to provide a solution� to user satisfaction�
Another possible limitation is that PARADISE currently models perfor�

mance as a linear combination of task success and dialogue costs� This choice
was made because � and costs appear to be both additive independent and
utility independent �Keeney and Rai�a� ������ However� it is possible that
user satisfaction data collected in future experiments �or other data such as
willingness to pay or use� would indicate otherwise� If so� continuing use of
an additive function might require a transformation of the data� a reworking
of the model shown in Figure �� or the inclusion of interaction terms in the
model �Cohen� ������
We believe that the evaluation model presented here has many appli�

cations in spoken dialogue processing� and that the framework is also ap�
plicable to other dialogue modalities� and to human�human task�oriented
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dialogues� In addition� while there are many proposals in the literature for
algorithms for dialogue strategies that are cooperative� collaborative or help�
ful to the user �Webber and Joshi� ��	�� Pollack et al�� ��	�� Joshi et al�� ��	��
Chu�Carroll and Carberry� ������ very few of these strategies have been evalu�
ated as to whether they improve any measurable aspect of a dialogue interac�
tion� As we have demonstrated here� any dialogue strategy can be evaluated�
so it should be possible to show that a cooperative response� or other co�
operative strategy� actually improves task performance by reducing costs or
increasing task success� We hope that this framework will be broadly applied
in future dialogue research�
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	 Appendix

The AVM representation introduced in section ��� can be extended using the
entity relationship model to handle multiple right answers� As an illustration
we will use the task scenario depicted in Table �� Figure � depicts the scheme
for this task�
Figure � illustrates the instantiation of the task scheme shown in �gure ��
This representation is a formal extension of the AVM and can be used

to handle multiple answers� The added advantage of this representation is
that the information can be organized very systematically into a relational
database �Sybase� Oracle� etc��� analyzed and easily accessed for evaluation
purposes�
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MEASURES
QUALITATIVE

KAPPA

MEASURES
EFFICIENCY

INAPPROPRIATE UTTERANCE RATIO
AGENT RESPONSE DELAY

MINIMIZE COSTS

DIALOGUE TIME
NUMBER UTTERANCES

ETC. ETC.
REPAIR RATIO

SUCCESS
MAXIMIZE TASK

MAXIMIZE USER SATISFACTION

Figure �� PARADISEs structure of objectives for spoken dialogue perfor�
mance
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attribute possible values information 
ow

depart�city �DC� Milano� Roma� Torino� Trento to agent
arrival�city �AC� Milano� Roma� Torino� Trento to agent
depart�range �DR� morning�evening to agent
depart�time �DT� �am��am��pm��pm to user

Table �� Attribute value matrix� simpli�ed train timetable domain
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A� Hello� This is Train Enquiry Service� DC�AC�DR�DT
Please speak after the tone� DC�AC�DR�DT
Which information do you need� DC�AC�DR�DT

U� I want to go from Torino to Milano� DC�AC
A�� Do you want to go from Trento to Milano� DC�AC

Yes or No� DC�AC
U�� No� DC�AC
A�� Do you want to leave from Trento� DC

Yes or No� DC
U�� No� DC
A�� Where do you want to leave from� DC
U�� I want to leave from Torino� DC
A�� Do you want to leave from Torino� DC

Yes or No� DC
U�� Yes� DC
A�� Do you want to go to Milano� AC
U�� Yes� AC
A�� At which time do you want to leave� DR
U�� I want to travel in the evening� DR
A�� Do you want to leave between � and � p�m�� DR

Yes or No� DR
U�� Yes� DR
A�� There is a train leaving at ���� p�m� DT

� � �

Figure �� Extended Dialogue � �D��� Agent A dialogue interaction �Danieli
and Gerbino� �����
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B� Hello� This is Train Enquiry Service� DC�AC�DR�DT
Please speak after the tone� DC�AC�DR�DT
Which information do you need� DC�AC�DR�DT

U� I want to travel from Torino to Milano� DC�AC
B�� At which time do you want to leave from Merano to Milano� DC�AC�DR
U�� No� I want to leave from Torino in the evening� DC� DR
B�� Do you want to leave from Torino between � and  p�m� DC� DR

Please answer Yes or No� DC� DR
U�� Yes� DC� DR
B�� A train leaves at � p�m� DT

� � �

Figure �� Extended Dialogue � �D��� Agent B dialogue interaction �Danieli
and Gerbino� �����
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attribute actual value

depart�city Torino
arrival�city Milano
depart�range evening
depart�time �pm

Table �� Attribute value matrix instantiation� scenario key for Dialogues �
and �
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KEY

DEPARTCITY ARRIVALCITY DEPARTRANGE DEPARTTIME
DATA v� v� v� v� v� v� v� v� v
 v�� v�� v�� v�� v��

v� �� � �
v� ��

v� � �� � �
v� � � � �� �
v� � ��

v� ��

v� � � � �� �
v� � � � � ��

v
 �� ��
v�� � ��

v�� �� �
v�� � �� � �
v�� � ��

v�� � � � ��

sum �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

Table �� Confusion matrix� Agent A
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KEY

DEPARTCITY ARRIVALCITY DEPARTRANGE DEPARTTIME
DATA v� v� v� v� v� v� v� v� v
 v�� v�� v�� v�� v��

v� �� � � � �
v� � �� � �
v� � � � � � � �
v� � � � � � �

v� � �� � �
v� � � ��

v� � � � � �� �
v� � � � � � 
 ��

v
 � � 	� ��
v�� � 	�

v�� �� � � �
v�� �� � �
v�� � � �� �
v�� � � ��

sum �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

Table �� Confusion matrix� Agent B
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UTTERANCES: A3...U5

UTTERANCES: A1..A9

UTTERANCES: U1...U6
GOALS: DC, AC

SEGMENT: S2

GOALS: DC, AC, DR, DT 
SEGMENT: S1

GOALS: DC

UTTERANCES: A9

SEGMENT: S6

UTTERANCES: A7...U8

SEGMENT: S5
GOALS: DR

GOALS: AC
UTTERANCES: A6...U6

SEGMENT: S3 SEGMENT: S4

GOALS: DT

Figure �� Task�de�ned discourse structure of Agent A dialogue interaction
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user agent US � c� ��utt� c� ��rep�

 A   �� ��
� A �  �� ��
� A �  �� ��
� A �  �� ��
� A �  �� �
� A �  �� ��
� A  ���� �� ��
� A  ��� �� ��

� B �  � �
� B �  � 
 B �  � ���
� B �  �� �
� B  ��� �� �
� B  ���� �� ��
� B � ��� �� �
� B � ���� �� �
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Table �� Hypothetical performance data from users of Agents A and B
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Table �� Attribute value matrix instantiation� email scenario key for TASK
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Table �� Form of Logged Information about Strategy Choices and Perfor�
mance Metrics for a PARADISE Case Study� US � User Satisfaction� ET
� Elapsed Time� Sts � System Turns� TOs � Timeout Prompts� MRS �
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Figure �� Results of applying Adaptive Dynamic Programming to ELVIS
data for �
	 Dialogues� S�Utility of System Initiative Strategy �SI��
M�Utility of Mixed Initiative Strategy �MI��
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selection criteria: string
email_att1: time
email_att2: string

task_id: int

task_id: int
instantiation_id: int

Figure �� Scheme for the email scenario key for TASK ���
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Figure �� Scheme instantiation for the email scenario key for TASK ���
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